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Abstract
Recent progress in mobile robotics paves the way of their usage in industrial environments. Nevertheless, they are
currently no standards, which provide safety regulation in these environments for autonomous mobile robots. In this
paper, three different safety concepts for mobile robots will be discussed, whereby the safe usage of a mobile robot in an
industrial setting should be ensured. The first concept contains a safety ring, which allows the mobile robot to use
probabilistic robotics in combination with a robust obstacle avoidance and safe hazard detection. Further, the second
concept treats safe navigation without probabilistic robotics. The priority hereby lies on the self-localisation with reliable
sensor methods. And in the third concept, an aware environment with object detection and tracking is shown. Virtual
sensors in form of wireless sensor networks placed in the factory replace the need of physical sensors on mobile robots.
The outline of this work is a theoretical comparison of these three safety concepts in consideration of their specific
properties and their recommended usage for different scenarios.
Keywords: mobile robot; safety ring; safe navigation; aware environment; safe sensors

1. Introduction
Until now, simple automated guided vehicles (AGV) are getting used in industrial environments to fulfil simple
transportation tasks. With the ongoing progress of new technologies in this area and especially in probabilistic robotics,
the usage these approaches for more flexible mobile robots are possible. Autonomous mobile robots (AMR) getting more
usage in industrial environments for logistical and manipulating tasks. Until now, a standard for mobile robots does not
exist. Therefore, in cooperation with the department “MA23” of the city of Vienna and the “TÜV Austria” different safety
concepts for mobile robot are in development.
Nearly all state-of-the-art mobile robots are designed to work beside humans in industrial factories using probabilistic
algorithms. Examples therefor are the “Mobile Industrial Robots (MiR)” [1] and the “Kuka KMR iiwa” [2]. These mobile
robots are mostly using a safety Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) system. The problem with this probabilistic
method is that there are currently no standards for mobile robots in an industrial environment. However, the standards are
now in work and the TÜV Austria accepts these probabilistic methods only, if the mobile robot has a safety ring around
it, which will guarantee a safe obstacle detection.
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On the other side were also different mobile robots using a more robust navigation. Two examples are the “Amazon
Kiva Robots” and the “Alibaba Quicktron Robots”. These robots are implemented in a human free industrial factory.
Therefore, they do not have sensors to prevent obstacles like humans. These robots are working within a factory were an
array of QR-Codes is implemented. The robots drive over these QR-Codes and therefore the robot knows the exact pose
of itself in the factory. A pose of these mobile robots is defined with their cartesian coordinates in x and y and an
orientation around z [3] [4].
The development area for this work is the digital factory of the UAS Technikum Vienna. It is an area with
approximately 40 m² and a variety of industrial robot of different companies. Further, half of the walls in the digital
factory are large glass fronts, which makes it challenging for mobile robotics. The mobile robot MiR100 [5] will be used
for transportation and manipulation applications. Furthermore, it uses two SICK Laser scanners for SLAM and obstacle
avoidance it does not identify all hazard situations, which will be further discussed in this paper.
In the following work, three different concepts will be shown, which should be certifiable of the TÜV Austria.
Therefore, it is necessary to obey the rules of all standards, which has a link with mobile robots and functional safety
criteria.
2. Safety Ring for mobile robots
To guarantee a safe mobile robot for the industry, which works in the same area as humans without many restrictions
or fences, a safety ring for mobile robots is in development. The safety ring must guarantee to detect any obstacle in the
maximum breaking distance of a mobile robot. If any obstacle is in danger distance of the safety ring, a safety controller
applies an emergency stop and turns off the motors of the mobile robot.
Probabilistic is an essential subject in mobile robotics for their localisation and navigation [6]. Due to a safety ring a
variety of new approaches for state-of-the-art probabilistic robotics could find permission to get used in industry
environments. Thus, a wide spectrum for self-navigation of a mobile robot is possible. Furthermore, non-tactile sensors
like LiDAR makes it possible for probabilistic approaches. In addition, the safety ring should be a modular system, which
can be implemented to every mobile robot for the industry and can guarantee a safe working area for humans and robots.
The safety ring will be implemented on a state-of-the-art mobile robot at the UAS Technikum Vienna. More precisely
on the MiR100. This mobile robot can be arbitrary upgraded on its top. In this case, for different research projects, the
MiR100 got upgraded with an aluminium framework and a Universal Robot (UR) 5 on the top of it. But this additional
framework makes the MiR100 not safe for every situation. The MiR100 has two SICK S300 Professional laser scanners,
an Intel RealSense 3D camera and four Ultrasonic safety sensors to detect obstacles, but they are designed for a height of
the robot of 995mm. With the UR5 mounted on the mobile robot, the height is more than 995mm, so additional safety
sensors are needed to detect obstacles, which would crash into the aluminium framework or even into the UR5.

Fig. 1. Mobile robot MiR100 – Available in digital factory of UAS Technikum Vienna [5]
That is not the only motivation to implement a safety ring for this mobile robot. The safety of the mobile robot is also
not guaranteed at fall down areas like stairs or steep ramps, so additional ground sensors to detect dangerous fall down
areas are needed. Finally, some additional options can be implemented at the MiR100. If a human will not be detected
there will be a barrier implemented to counter an any harm for human or robot. Furthermore, tactile sensors getting
implemented to the robot. Therefore, around the mobile robot some safety bumpers will be the last opportunity to counter
a hazard situation for humans.
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2.1 Relevant standards
To get a safety certificated system, it is important to get an overview about all standards and norms about the topic
mobile robot in industrial environment and to obey them. Unfortunately, there is no specific standard (Type C-Norm) for
this exact topic, which is why the general norm about machine safety (ISO 12100) becomes effective [7].
According ISO 12100 [8] all limits of the machine, in this case of the mobile robot, must be defined. Next, a hazard
identification of the mobile robot must be revealed and afterwards a risk estimation or risk analysis must be done. After
these three steps, a risk evaluation is following. When the risk evaluation is finalized, it must be reviewed if the risks are
sufficient prevented. If it is not enough prevented, it has to be proven, if the risk has been adequately reduced. If not, it
has to be checked if the risk can be reduced by inherently safe design measures. If the hazard is still not removed, it must
be checked if the risk can be reduced by guards or protective devices. If the risk reduction is still negative, the limits of
the machine can be maybe specified again, if not an information for use guideline must be defined for this risk.
In addition, related norms can be considered for a safe mobile robot with an integrated safety ring. Also, the MiR100
referred to these standards and indicate them in their EU declaration of Conformity [5]. Especially the EN 1525 [9] –
Safety of industrial trucks – Driverless trucks and their systems and the EN 1175 [10] – Safety of industrial trucks –
Electrical requirements standing in relation to mobile robotics. Furthermore, EN 60204 [11] is indicated which contains
the safety of machinery and its general requirements of electrical equipment of machines and EN 13849 [12] for safety
related parts of control systems.
In case of functional safety EN 61508 [13] is a relevant standard for integrating safety systems for the safety ring.
2.2 Obstacle Avoidance
An important sensing for mobile robots are the perception, so it knows its environment. Therefore, obstacle avoidance
sensors are especially for human’s safety relevant subjects. Therefore, two time-of-flight sensors getting mentioned with
safety certificate for human safety. They can be differentiating between electromagnetic and sound wave sensors [14].
Very standardly used electromagnetic time-of-flight wave sensor are laser sensors. They are often used as a LiDAR
system and are typically used for SLAM. They have two benefits for mobile robots. First, it can localize itself in its
environment. Secondly, it is an efficient way for obstacle avoidance. Therefore, it is essential where to mount the LiDAR
system on the mobile robot. As example, the MiR100 has two LiDAR sensors diagonally implemented on the robot. Pros
are that it is using electronics, which can resolve the information in picoseconds, which makes this obstacle avoidance
very fast. The downside is that this makes these sensors very expensive [14].
The other time-of-flight sensor are ultrasonic sensors. The basic principle is quite the same as a laser sensor, which
receives the reflective wave of the sensor and calculates the time of traveling to the object and backwards. Especially for
glass walls, it is useful to use ultrasonic sensors, because laser or infrared is not reflective for glass and can be detected.
A disadvantage of ultrasonic sensors could be an annoying beat while calculating the distance to other objects [14].
2.3 Floor detection sensors
The same sensor system for obstacle avoidance can be used to detect the floor underneath the mobile robot. Hazard
areas for mobile robots are stairs, ramps or even slopes without barriers. Usually the working area of mobile robots are
not in this kind of areas. However, to fulfil a safe mobile robot, which can drive everywhere and use every algorithm of
mobile robotics, it is necessary to covering also these dangerous areas. Therefore, it is possible to implement ultrasonic
sensors at the ground plate of the mobile robot to detect a floor while the mobile robot is driving. The distance to the robot
should not get bigger than it is usually while driving on a planar ground. At a slope a dangerous distance to the floor must
be calculated with the angle of the slope [15]. Infrared would also be a possibility for floor detection as well as obstacle
avoidance but unfortunately there were no safety certificated infrared sensors found on market with an integrated receiver
and transmitter for a safe application.
2.4 Tactile sensors
Tactile sensors for mobile robots are only the last left opportunity to protect humans or other safety relevant objects.
Therefore, bumpers are ideal for this application. An advantage to implement them is to give a safety area between bumper
and mobile robot, so the mobile robot doesn’t have any contact with the safety relevant object, only with the bumper
itself. If those tactile sensors recognize resistance, the motors of the mobile robot will be shut down immediately [14]
[16].
2.5 Frame safety sensors
On the top of the MiR there is a UR5 robotic arm mounted. To avoid critical hazards, it would be possible to implement
a light curtain to stop the arm when a person reaches into the working area of the robot. The same concept is also possible
with the safety-certificated cameras, which have the same principle [17] [18].
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However, to mount and implement the safety sensors on the mobile robot it would be necessary to extend the
aluminium framework around the robotic arm. Therefore, all areas around the robotic arm can be covered against reaching
into the working area. Thus, the flexibility and working area of the robotic arm is getting restricted because of the frame.
2.6 Recommended concept
The MiR100, where the safety ring should be implemented, has already sensors, which should guarantee safety.
However, it has two SICK laser sensors for the safety of people because these sensors are the only one, which are
certificated with a performance level and guarantee a functional safety function on the mobile robot. Although these are
the only external sensors which are connected to the SICK safety system and are responsible for the safety of people. To
guarantee additional safety with the mounted aluminium framework and the UR5 on the mobile robot, further safety
sensors will be implemented. Nevertheless, the two SICK laser sensors are the basic building block for a safety ring.
Nevertheless, the safety ring should be a modular system, which can be easily implemented on every mobile robot with
a few adaptions. The safety control system can be seen as black box but the construction design, the wiring and the supply
voltages can be different at various mobile robot systems.
First, the height of the whole mobile robot must be covered with the safety sensors. Therefore, additional two SICK
laser scanners on each side of the mobile robot can be implemented with the sensor area looking upside. They can cover
the height of the mobile robot and ensure that the robot is not driving into any object. With the already implemented laser
scanners the top of the robot would not be fully covered. Thus, objects besides the mobile robot and objects, which are
wider than the mobile robot, can be detected. To ensure the object detection in front of the robot, which are thinner than
the mobile robot, a fail-safe ultrasonic sensor can be implemented in front and the back of the robot to cover its height.
Secondly, it is recommended to implement ground sensors for stairs or steep ramps. Usually mobile robots should not
drive in places with stairs or steep ramps, but to cover a completely safe mobile robot it is necessary to implement such
sensors. The recommendation therefore are ultrasonic distance sensors. There are already fail-safe ultrasonic sensors on
market, which can guarantee a functional safety. As last instance, if all safety sensors should fail, safety bumpers will be
implemented to the mobile robot. These tactile sensors can give feedback if they crash into an object and force the motors
because of the safety control system to stop immediately [19].
Before the mobile robot can start driving to fulfil his jobs, the implemented robotic arm should drive to a safe home
position and get shut down with an emergency stop trigger. Thus, there is no addition risk because the UR5 is not able to
move. However, with this restriction additional safety sensors for the frame will not be implemented because this
considers the manipulation with the mobile robot, but this should not be covered with the safety ring in this project. The
ring should only cover collisions and hazards while driving in industrial environments.
3. Safe Navigation for mobile Robots
Another possible safety concept for a mobile robot will be presented in this chapter. Maybe a safety ring cannot be
implemented because of financial or space limitations. Furthermore, it could also happen that the hazard of the
probabilistic robotic navigation stays too high for the “TüV Austria”. A logical decision tree would be better, because a
decision would deliver every time the same result with the same input parameters. Whereas it is not defined in a
probabilistic function. Therefore, this chapter treats the safe navigation for mobile robots under use of logical decisions.
The robust navigation of autonomous mobile systems is a big research area, which can be divided into the areas of selflocalization, map building and path planning [20].
However, it is important to differentiate between an autonomous mobile robot (AMR) and an automated guided
vehicle (AGV) first. AMRs do not have the need of a defined track, because it navigates dynamically in the environment.
A map can be built automatically (SLAM) or saved in the robot, which allows it to plan its own path in the factory.
Further, it is easy to expand or change the work area, because only the map must be updated. In contrast to the AMR, an
AGV requires “tracks”, in form of lines or figures on the floor. Therefore, it is not as easy and time consuming, to expand
or change the work area. Because of this, the AGV is restricted to fix routes and stops at any obstacle without the
possibility to change the route [21].
Nevertheless, probabilistic methods cannot fully guarantee a safe navigation. The resolution of the SICK S300
Professional used on the MIR100 have a configurable resolution of 30-150mm [22]. However, another AMR producer
named “Neobotix” indicates a localization accuracy of approximately 200mm [23]. For safe navigation it is not allowed,
that the AMR diverge this much from the real position. Therefore, this concept combines the old but proven methods of
the AGV’s with the modern approaches of the AMR’s.
For the self-localization, many different sensor methods are available. Further, not each sensor can be used. It must
be guaranteed, that the sensor output is valid. Therefore, safety sensors which can deliver results reliable are very
important. For the safe navigation, the sensors do not have to be always the extremely expensive safety sensors for
personal protection. An overview about some of these sensors and the possible navigation methods will be given in this
chapter. Sensors can be differentiated into extern and intern sensors. Intern sensors measure all data from the inside of
the robot like the odometry, position, orientation or velocity. On the other side extern sensors receive data from the outside
of the robot. For the optimal safe mobile robot concept, intern sensors as well as extern sensors must be used [16].
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In Fig. 2 is the layout of the digital factory of the UAS Technikum Vienna shown. A few industrial robots should be
reached by the mobile robot. Additionally, the robot should follow in this concept only defined paths drawn in the figure.
These paths should also be taped on the floor and on critical places there must also be traffic lights to alert the employees
of an approaching mobile robot. In the first concept and because of the lack of space only one MIR100 should drive in
the factory.

Fig. 2. Concept and layout of the digital factory of the UAS Technikum Vienna
3.1 Intern Sensors
Some internal sensors would be very interesting in combination with the following presented external sensors. For
example, could an encoder be used for the odometry to measure the distance from one point to another point in the map.
The odometer alone will not be very accurate, because the actual position will drift without global information of their
position. But it could be used for control of the actual position with multiple sensors. Other potential interesting sensors
could be compasses, gyroscopes or inertial measurement units (IMU). Many of these intern sensors are already
implemented in available mobile robots [6] [16] [24].
3.2 Guidepath following
Guidepath following is a method most AGVs are using. The method is very simple and cheap, because the robot
follows a predefined path strictly. In the simplest form the path could be an adhesive tape on the floor. Optical line sensors
work with light to detect the adhesive tape and therefore the large glass fronts could be problematic. Magnetic line sensors
could work around this problem with magnetic tape on the floor. With this method, a large amount of AMR could work
trouble-free in the same factory, because the AMR could not get lost and a central PC knows exactly the position of the
robots at any time. The biggest problem with this method is the lack of flexibility. Each new path must be taped on the
floor and the digital representation must be updated on the system. However, this disadvantage for an AMR could be a
perfect solution for the safe navigation, because the flexibility of the AMR path planning and obstacle avoidance is not
wished. The workers should know the exact movement of the robot and should not be surprised of flexible reactions and
free path planning [24].
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3.3 Grid localization
As mentioned in the introduction, the “Amazon Kiva Robots” and the “Alibaba Quicktron Robots” are using this
navigation method. A grid of QR-Codes will be taped on the floor or the ceiling, whereby the distance between different
QR-Codes should be very small. The mobile robots are scanning these QR-Codes, in which the label and position in the
factory is stored. Industrial cameras are used for reliable scans and will extract the drift of the robot as position and
orientation. The robot can now correct the drift and drive through the next QR-Code with the distance of a safety encoder.
Alternatively, RFID- or NFC-Tags could be used instead of the QR-Codes. But only with the QR-Codes the drift
orientation can be measured [3] [4] [25].
3.4 Landmarks
Landmarks work likewise as the grid localization but with a lower amount of needed marks. Landmarks must be
placed well visible in the factory. One possibility would be the detection of the QR-Codes with an industrial camera.
Whereby, the QR-Codes will be taped on walls or in view area in front of the robot instead of the ceiling or floor. Another
possible landmark detection would be over a LiDAR sensor. The available MIR100 uses this already in form of V- and
VL-Marker to detect positions like the docking station in the factory [26] [27]. However, it is also possible to use natural
landmarks in an unmodified environment with an industrial camera for the localization. Different significant signs or
planar landmarks as walls, doors and ceilings could be used for this kind of landmark localization [28] [29] [41].
3.5 Triangulation
Triangulation in mobile robotic is a geometric algorithm. At least three different well-defined emitters must be in
range. Either the emitter sends a signal, or the emitter are working as reflector or landmark. With the distance to each of
at least three emitters it is possible to calculate the current position of the mobile robot in a global map. One of the cheapest
opportunities would be the usage of WLAN-routers as emitters. There exist already many routers in factories or indoor
environment, which positions are known and will not be changed often [30]. Another possibility would be the installation
of wireless sensor networks. Most of them are working with ultra-wideband (UWB) technology, which is optimal in
indoor environments because of their wavelength [31] [32].
The producer “posyx” has invited an easy to implement indoor GPS technology based on ultra-wideband emitting
nodes. In the specifications, a positioning accuracy of a few centimetres will be guaranteed [33]. However, to use the
triangulation method a Kalman filter must be used, because of the position noise. Otherwise, the mobile robot will never
position correctly and tremble on the correct position [34].
3.6 Saved distance map
The probabilistic method of particle filter could not be used for this concept, because of its uncertainty [6]. However,
as alternative method a saved distance map could be used. Therefore, a map of the factory must be stored in the mobile
robot. The uniqueness of this map would be, that the position of the mobile robot to the walls and obstacles in each
position of the factory will be measured. Afterward it would be possible to lookup the continuous measurements of the
robot in the saved distance map and detect the position. Maybe different positions of the factory have similar saved
distances. Therefore, virtual agents would be necessary. Each possible position of the mobile robot would be represented
from one virtual agent. After the mobile robot is moving more and more virtual agents would get lost, because the position
could not be there based on the new measurements. Time-of-Flight sensors as LiDAR, Ultrasonic- or Infrared distance
sensors would be used [35].
3.7 Smart floor
The last method presented for the concept of localization would be a smart floor. This smart floor would be based on
pressure-sensitive plates like the “PSENmat” from “PILZ”. Either the whole factory, only the path of the mobile robot or
the hazardous intersection could be armed with these plates. The system would know exactly on which plate the mobile
robot is driving currently. If one plate will be pressed without the movement of a mobile robot, it could be a human and
the mobile robot or the system could react appropriate [36].
3.8 Digital representation of the factory and navigation algorithm
Many possible localization methods were described. However, the navigation can be divided into self-localization,
map building and path planning [20]. Therefore, this section will now treat the map and the path planning. The map could
be represented digital as 2D-matrix or tree form. The position and possible ways of the robot would be clearer in the
matrix. However, it is not easy to expand the map, because the matrix must be expanded in each direction and many
problems within the path-searching algorithm can be occur afterwards.
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An easier solution for the extension would be the representation over the tree form, because a new station or way
could easy be added on an existing branch of the tree. Each SLAM algorithm and self-creating or dynamic map would
use probabilistic and is therefore also not allowed in this concept. If the map exists in digital form on the robot, an optimal
path-searching algorithm could be selected. However, it is unnecessary to mention, that probabilistic methods are not
allowed again. But there are logical path-planning algorithms as depth-first, breadth-first or A*. Each of these algorithms
will find a solution if there is one. Nevertheless, the time consumed finding a path will be different [37] [6].
3.9 Recommended Concept
A MIR100 and a “posyx” Indoor-GPS-System is already available in the factory. Additionally, to the SICK LiDAR
sensors and the Indoor-GPS-System, a magnetic line sensor will be used to locate the robot within 5cm. The line-following
is one of the best methods, because the robot will stop without seeing a line automatically. Further, there are many glass
fronts in the factory and therefore the magnetic line sensor will be more reliable than the optical line sensor. The map
would be represented as a tree structure, because it is easier to expand the map. And the A*-Algorithm would be used for
the path planning, because it will find the fastest way to the destination, if there is one. With predefined magnetic lines,
this combination will be the most reliable possibility.
4. Aware Environment through sensors
There is a trade-off in the two methods mentioned before. Three categories are used to design a robot usually. It can
be safe, performant and low-cost. Since a mobile robot should always be safe, this category can’t be disregarded.
Therefore, two different type of mobile robots are possible for the concepts presented in the chapters above. On the one
hand, cheap sensors could be used, but the robot lose its performance since it must drive slower. On the other hand,
expensive sensors with a wider and safer scan area could be used at higher performance expressed in higher working
speed. [37] treats the possibility to create a mobile robot using all three categories at its maximum possible value. For
this, he made an aware environment out of the factory. Environment build-in sensors recognise human and tracking them.
This method is called a virtual sensor for the robot, because he can use the sensor data of the aware environment for a
safe navigation. The sensor methods can be differentiated into passive and active. Because employees do not wear active
tags permanently on body and the system would then not be safe enough a passive system without the need of wearing
any tag will be better and safer. In the cited reference a passive infrared wireless sensor node was used for this problem.
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are one common way in today’s research area for this kind of virtual sensors. GPS
is not working in an indoor environment and therefore WSNs are getting used. Section 3.5 treated the possibility of the
WSNs for an indoor localization. However, with suiting sensors equipped WSNs could also detect humans and
communicate with the system wirelessly. Many factories already have WSN in usage or if they would equip the factory
later, the WSN could be used for localization and human tracking in both ways, which is a big advantage. Another
advantage would be the lower investments at a high amount of applied mobile robots. This happens through the fact, that
the sensors normally build in each mobile robot are outsourced in the WSN. Therefore, a single investment in the WSNs
could save many investments in each mobile robot [37] [31] [32].
In Fig. 3 the overview of the wireless sensor network concept is shown. Multiple sensor nodes are connected over a
wireless sensor network, whereby each node contains sensors and information about their position in the factory and other
useful informations. Each target node information can be accessed by a sink node in the wireless sensor network. These
wireless sensor nodes could be WLAN-routers or simple and cheap microcontroller with additionally sensors. [37]

Fig. 3. Overview of the wireless sensor network concept [40]
Another possibility could be a smart floor. As already mentioned in section 3.7 a pressure-sensitive floor could exactly
locate the humans, obstacles and mobile robots in a factory. However, at the time of this paper a suited sensor solution
was not found. Pressure-sensitive plates like the “PSENmat” from “PILZ” are mostly used only in front of industrial
robots and it is possible to connect up to 64 plates. Nevertheless, the available sensors are not built for a complete factory
floor [36].
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Of course, it would be possible to track the people from above instead of a smart floor. Therefore, a RGB-D camera
could be mounted on the ceiling and detect and track human motion [38]. However, a camera may harm the privacy
because the employees or other humans could be tracked against their willing [37]. Especially today, the respect of privacy
is more important than ever. Considering that, the tracking with a passive or pyroelectric infrared (PIR) sensor would be
better [39].
5. Results and Discussion
In general, it can be said that the safety ring is the best solution to implement, because it guarantees a safe environment
for safety relevant objects and mobile robots. With this system the mobile robot shouldn’t harm any objects because of
the safety certificated and partially redundant used sensors. Also, the safety ring will be a modular concept which makes
it possible to adapt for every mobile robot in industry. Furthermore, state of the art approaches of probabilistic robotics
can always be tested and used with the safety ring and the safety control system should prevent injuries for any safety
relevant objects.
The concept of a safe navigation is still not far proceeded and obeys to the line following. This makes not much
difference to an AGV and restricts a lot of new approaches of mobile robotics. However, it is one of the most reliable
methods. Because of the logical decision, if the mobile robot is on the line or not, the state is clear at any time.
Furthermore, the start position is defined on one position, without the problem of multiple virtual agents or particles.
As written before, the most modern navigation methods are using probabilistic methods. With safer sensors and more
reliable software methods, it could be possible, that also modern approaches could be used in the future. The implantation
cost of this concept would be cheap, because most of the mobile robots already have line following sensors, LiDAR
systems or distance sensors.
The concept of the aware environment is currently not safe enough to get a certificated environment. This is because
of the probabilistic and not logical approach to track people in this environment. Moreover, the investment costs for this
concept in an industrial area can be more expensive than to implement a safety ring or a safe navigation to a mobile robot.
Further, this concept has the big advantage that the costs only occur once. Moreover, in a large environment with many
mobile robots it could be the cheapest method. The implementation costs could also be cheaper, if the environment already
uses some sensors to track persons.
Finally, the selection criteria for a safety concept always implies the application for the mobile robot, the amount of
applied mobile robots and the layout of the industrial environment. The acquisition costs of an aware environment can be
very high. Nevertheless, in comparison to the costs of at least twenty mobile robots with a safety ring or safe navigation,
it can be the cheapest solution. The next table is a comparison and estimation about the usage of all three concepts for a
safe industrial environment using mobile robots:
Criteria
Overall safety
Possibility for state-of-the-art approaches
Implementation costs
Maintenance costs
Usefulness to implement in an industrial environment
with >20 mobile robots

Safety ring
+
+
o

Safe navigation
o
+
o

-

o

Aware environment
o
o/o
+

Table 1. Comparison of all three concepts
6. Conclusion and Future
In this paper, three different safety concepts were made to design a safe environment in industrial facilities with mobile
robots. The first concept includes the safety ring, which is responsible for the reliable object detection for different
situations. The next concept treats the field of safe navigation. The focus was about robust self-localisation. Additionally,
the fields of digital representation of the factory and path planning were discussed. The last concept covers the topic of
aware environment succinct. The next steps are to implement the concepts of a safety ring and a safe navigation on the
MiR100. These two concepts will be evaluated against each other after the implementation to prove the advantages and
disadvantages of chapter 5. Perhaps, also the last concept of the aware environment will be realized afterwards.
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